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Abstract
Little research has focused on the trauma healing processes of survivors of gender-based violence (GBV) worldwide. Even less research has utilized cross-cultural comparison to understand shared or culturally-distinct healing goals, creating a gap in understanding how to provide adequate, culturally relevant, and trauma-informed care to survivors. The purpose of this study was to cross-culturally compare shared healing influences and themes of the trauma recovery process in samples of Irish and American female survivors of GBV. To gather healing data, an ethnographic narrative interview was used with 19 American and 12 Irish female survivors who self-identified as having experienced GBV. Thematic analysis was used to examine and compare desired healing outcomes, focusing on the definitions, influences, and meanings of healing experiences. Our analysis revealed shared healing objectives of reconnecting to the self, others, and the world. Within reconnecting with the self, shared themes included regaining control and feelings of competency. Within reconnecting to others, shared themes
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included building and maintaining relationships, living one’s life authentically, and feeling heard and understood. Within reconnecting to the world, shared themes included feelings of serenity, finding fulfillment, and having hope for a brighter future. Although these themes were shared, the way they manifested in each culture was often different. A vital component of the healing dynamic in the Irish sample was survivors’ mothering responsibilities and feelings of unconditional devotion to their children. Conversely, the American sample focused on personal growth and resolving feelings of weakness. This information reveals shared as well as cultural nuances of important healing objectives following GBV. The present study’s results can be used to create culturally sensitive and relevant healing spaces for survivors. These results can also inform intervention and messaging strategies aimed at promoting healing in these populations.
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**Introduction**

Gender-based violence (GBV) is a pervasive social and human rights issue, referring to “violence that occurs as a result of the normative role expectations associated with each gender, along with the unequal power relationships between the two genders, within the context of a specific society” (Bloom, 2008, p. 14). GBV can encompass threats of violence and coercion and can be physical, emotional, psychological, or sexual. Due to its disproportionate impact on women, GBV is often used interchangeably with the term violence against women. Estimates of GBV suggest that 35% of women worldwide have experienced either physical or sexual violence by a partner or nonpartner at some point in their lives (García-Moreno, Pallitto, Devries, Stöckl, Watts, & Abrahams, 2013; World Health Organization, 2016).

GBV can have a lasting impact on women physically, emotionally, and spiritually, often leading to high utilization of health care and other services (Bonomi, Anderson, Rivara, & Thompson, 2009; Kapur & Windish, 2011). Because of survivors’ frequent contact with services in a variety of helping professions, it is becoming increasingly important that clinicians understand and support survivor healing experiences and goals to enable them to engage in their care in a meaningful way. Additionally, it is important for clinicians’ to understand the cultural nuances related to healing to provide adequate, culturally sensitive care and referrals.
Healing After GBV

Although most recovery literature to date is not centered around GBV populations specifically, there is some literature highlighting the idea of healing after traumatic events. For example, Judith Herman theorizes that there are three stages of trauma recovery: safety and stabilization, remembrance and mourning, and reconnection and reintegration (Herman, 1997). Relatedly, according to Taylor’s (1983) theory of cognitive adaptation, successful adjustment to stressful life circumstances involves three phases: finding meaning in the experience, regaining mastery over the traumatic experience, and restoring one’s self-worth. Taken together, although these influential theories, among others, provide some insight into how survivors of GBV may be able to heal after their experiences, building on these themes in this population is essential to further understand gendered and cultural nuances of healing for intervention going forward.

There is also a growing body of literature citing the idea of posttraumatic growth conceptualized as achieving positive change as a result of the survival of a highly stressful event (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996). Through this literature, it has been proposed that overcoming initially high levels of traumatic distress is possible through making meaning out of a traumatic event, resulting in positive changes within one’s life (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996). This concept has been applied to a variety of physically and emotionally traumatic experiences, highlighting the importance of changes in the perception of the self, changes in the experience of relationships with others, and changes in one’s general philosophy of life (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996). Although the concept of posttraumatic growth is helpful as it represents growth after trauma, recovery experiences of survivors may differ depending on the type of trauma they have experienced. For example, interpersonal trauma recovery may differ from recovery after other forms of trauma (e.g., natural disasters, traumatic medical diagnoses) due to the intentionality of it being perpetrated by another person. Supporting this idea, a study conducted by Shakespeare-Finch and Armstrong in 2010 revealed that sexual assault survivors had significantly higher Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) levels and greater difficulties relating to others and appreciating life when compared with survivors of motor vehicle accidents and those in bereavement. The authors conclude that the direct threat to the personal physical integrity and the fact that sexual assault is a trauma that is interpersonal may add another dimension to the trauma experience (Shakespeare-Finch & de Dassel, 2009). This finding highlights the need to look further into interpersonal trauma such as GBV specifically, to identify pertinent barriers and facilitators to personal growth and healing.
Unfortunately, we know much more about adverse outcomes in survivors than we do about healing and recovery after GBV. For example, in a qualitative meta-synthesis of 51 reports discussing healing after sexual violence, one limitation identified by the authors was that only 12 synthesized reports stated their intended purpose was to describe how individuals heal, adapt, or recover from sexual violence (Draucker et al., 2009). This limitation could contribute to an inability to see the whole picture surrounding healing after GBV, with many ad hoc analyses potentially only capturing certain healing aspects relevant to their initial intended research questions. Reports that did discuss healing in this review revealed the importance of relating to others, feeling safe, and reevaluating the self as essential benchmarks in their trauma recovery process (Draucker et al., 2009). Additional research is needed, however, to explore the cultural nuances of healing after GBV beyond sexual violence, specifically as it relates to being a woman within society. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to understand shared and culturally-specific healing influences and goals in two samples of women recovering from GBV in different areas of the world, Ireland and the United States. This will begin to uncover what is cultural about healing, as well as how one’s sociocultural environment can affect healing expectations and processes.

**Sociocultural Attitudes About Violence Against Women Globally**

An understanding of the sociocultural attitudes toward violence against women is central to intervention and understanding trauma recovery goals. While we know that violence against women occurs in all countries, specific rates vary widely across the world, suggesting sociocultural factors may be at play. For example, a World Health Organization study found that 1-year prevalence for physical or sexual assault ranged from 4% to 54% (García-Moreno, Jansen, Ellsberg, Heise, & Watts, 2006). One study done in the Baltic region (Ismayilova, 2009) found that patriarchal gender beliefs and norms justified wife abuse, however, this study focused on these beliefs as risk factors for abuse. Another study by Nayak, Byrne, Martin, and Abraham (2003) used a researcher-developed scale to compare attitudes toward physical and sexual violence in four countries, finding that sociocultural differences were more important than gender differences, suggesting that cultural context shapes the beliefs of both men and women. Many studies operationalize beliefs related to violence (e.g., Dahlberg, Toal, & Behrens, 1998; Frese, Moya, & Megias, 2004; Worden & Carlson, 2005), and several studies have compared these between majority and minority communities in the United States. For example, a study of adherence to the culture of honor in Latinos found that high adherence may be associated with more tolerance.
for violence against women, greater approval of the perpetrator, and less approval of seeking help to escape from violence (Dietrich & Schuett, 2013). However, few studies have used qualitative methods to compare culturally held beliefs about violence against women. One notable exception is a study that compared Somali, Vietnamese, and Latino communities (Pan et al., 2006). They found differences among the communities’ definitions of violence, referencing the American definition of domestic violence as focused on domestic partners and encompassing verbal, physical, emotional, sexual, and financial abuse. In contrast, the communities’ definitions of violence in the home included intergenerational as well as partner violence, and was focused primarily on physical violence.

**Cultural Beliefs About Violence in the United States and Ireland**

References to cultural beliefs about violence in the United States tend to focus on gender norms related to masculinity and power (Kilmartin & McDermott, 2016). For example, norms of male aggression include media portrayals of men having strong sexual needs and being obsessed with sex, whereas women are portrayed as seeing sex as part of love and commitment, and being generally sexually passive to protect their virtue (Byers, 1996). In Ireland, references to cultural beliefs about violence tend to focus on patriarchal institutions such as the Catholic Church and the law. In general, this focuses on the image of women in Ireland as the self-sacrificing Irish mother in which

> . . . women only exist as a function of their maternity in the dominant ideology. . . (And the) traditional feminine role, particularly as the Catholic Church defines it, is grounded in a deep loathing of femininity. . . and those women who identify with it are also expressing a form of self-hatred. . . The identification of the family (rather than the individual) as the basic building block of society is more than pious rhetoric in the Irish Constitution. (Meaney, 1991, p. 3)

For many, help-seeking actions are one of the key ways that one engages with their healing journey, equipping individuals with skills, support, and guidance while managing their recovery after GBV. Very little is known, however, about how culture affects help-seeking and subsequent healing, and we can find no studies that explicitly compare cultural views toward healing after GBV. However, some research about help-seeking focuses on cultural norms. For example, Fugate, Landis, Riordan, Naureckas, and Engel (2005) reported that personal perceptions affected American women’s willingness to seek help after domestic violence. Primary reasons for not using services were perceptions that the violence was “not serious,” and fears that
they would be forced to leave the relationship (Fugate et al., 2005). Similar findings were reported in a New Zealand study of a sample of 956 women who had ever in their lifetime experienced physical and sexual violence by an intimate partner (Fanslow & Robinson, 2010). Data on Irish women shows similar patterns. In a survey of women across the European Union, 1400 Irish women in the sample of 46,000 women were interviewed. When asked about the reasons for not contacting services other than the police, responses were similar to those reported in other studies, including believing that they should deal with it themselves or only involve a friend/family member; believing that they should keep it hidden because of shame and embarrassment; perceiving that the incident was too minor to seek help; believing it was their fault; fearing being blamed or not believed; and fearing the offender’s reaction if they had told anyone (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, 2014).

These data suggest that fears of others’ perceptions might be central to seeking help during the healing process. Again, the literature on the perceptions of, and impact of, cultural context on trauma recovery is limited. One systematic literature review identified three types of stigmatization and theorized how these could impair seeking help during the trauma recovery process (Westbrook, 2008). Westbrook found that internalization of negative beliefs about oneself or the world can increase psychological distress, reporting that women describe feeling weak, helpless, ashamed, or to blame for the abuse. Other research focused on how women worry about what others may think or say if women told others about the abuse. These studies found that women feared that people would be unsupportive, would expect them to leave, or would say that they were weak or “stupid” for staying. Finally, some research on cultural beliefs about violence examined how perceived ideologies within the broader community affect women’s willingness to self-disclose their distress or recovery needs (Fugate et al., 2005; Murray, Crowe, & Overstreet, 2018; Saint Arnault & O’Halloran, 2016). These studies found that women faced judgmental attitudes from a variety of sources, including publicly stated beliefs that domestic violence is a private matter, should be kept secret, violence against women is normal, and abuse always involves physical injury (Westbrook, 2008). Unfortunately, cultural similarities and differences are not addressed in any of this critical research.

For this research, our definition of healing is consistent with Herman’s final stage of the trauma recovery process, in which healing is the act of rebuilding the self through reconnecting to oneself and reintegrating to one’s environment (Herman, 1997). Our study sought to understand the shared healing influences, goals, and objectives of Irish and American women recovering from GBV, as well as identify culturally specific healing goals and
influences. This comparison method can aid in retaining cultural integrity in future interventions intended for these populations.

Method

Study Design, Procedure, and Sample

This study is part of a larger multinational ethnographic study that examines cultural barriers and facilitators of distress, help seeking, and healing for survivors of GBV. We aimed to interview women who were accessing medical or social services. The Americans were recruited through a flyer distributed through a health system. The Irish recruitment was carried out with flyers at general, community-based GBV informational services, as well as at services for specific GBV types, such as domestic violence. In both sites, the flyer recruited women who identified as experiencing GBV at any time. The GBV experience was self-defined by the woman, and study staff did not impose any other criteria. For both staff and participant safety, women were screened for current GBV situation by phone before the interview. However, no participant endorsed this in either site.

Women who responded to the research call were contacted via phone by study staff to schedule an interview. Interviews were held at a location of the participants’ choosing, ranging from their homes to secure locations at the service agencies or private office spaces. Each interview was 1 hr to 90 minutes in length and were recorded with consent. Interviewers at both sites were research staff with a baccalaureate degree (or higher) in a human service field and had training in the interview methodology, trauma-informed interviewing, and human subjects protection. After the interview, local psychological support resources were given, and materials were photocopied and returned to the participant.

Demographics of the samples are included in Table 1. The American sample included 19 women from Southeastern Michigan ranging from 20 years to 81 years in age, and about one half had children. Eighteen of the women identified as Caucasian, two women identified as African American, and one woman identified as Asian, and all of the women were born in the United States. Half of the sample had experienced more than one type of GBV; five had experienced child abuse, 10 had experienced sexual abuse, and nine had experienced domestic abuse. The Irish sample included 12 women from primarily rural areas of Ireland, ranging from 20 years to 64 years in age, and all of them had children. Eleven women identified as Caucasian and one identified as Black. All but one of the women was born in Ireland; however, several had lived abroad, primarily in England. All 12 participants reported instances
of abuse (emotional, physical, or sexual) in childhood, as well as domestic abuse. Seven of the nine participants who identified abuse in childhood stated that their abuser was their father. One identified an older brother as the abuser, and one did not state who the abuser was.

**Measures**

The Clinical Ethnographic Narrative Interview (CENI) was used to collect data in both the Irish and American samples (Saint Arnault, 2017). The CENI is a semistructured interview developed by the senior author for a National Institutes of Mental Health (NIMH)-funded research study examining the interactions between distress experiences, cultural interpretations, social structures, and help seeking (Saint Arnault & Fetters, 2011; Saint Arnault & Shimabukuro, 2012). Since its development, the CENI has been adapted to study trauma recovery and has currently been utilized in over 100 survivors of trauma in seven different countries to identify sociocultural themes of help-seeking and the trauma recovery journey after GBV.

The theoretical background and detailed procedures of the CENI are described elsewhere (Saint Arnault, 2017). The interview lasts about 90 minutes and utilizes four activities (social network, body map, lifeline, and card sort). Each part of the CENI relates to the others, and each activity’s product remains in view throughout the interview, with the opportunity for the individual to have a copy of her activities at the end. The interview begins with open questions asking about oneself. The first activity in the interview is a social network map that frames social support and conflict within one’s social

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>American (n = 19)</th>
<th>Irish (n = 12)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50+</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baccalaureate or higher</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma history</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual assault</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic/dating violence</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex trauma</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. American and Irish Demographics.
context. When describing her social map, a woman is also asked who provides support and if there is conflict in any of her relationships. Next, the participant uses body mapping to move her focus from her social world into her personal experience within her body. She is asked how she feels in her mind, body, and spirit, and how life has left its mark on her body. Then, she completes and reviews her lifeline to facilitate a retrospective overview of her high and low points in life, and to identify linkages between experiences and subsequent actions. During the description of her rendering, she is asked about how she recovered from low points, as well as factors that might have contributed to the low points and high points. Next, she uses a card sort to focus on a recent low point, regardless of its trauma content, to facilitate contemplation about her current situation. The cards include 46 empirically derived physical and emotional feelings. During this activity, she is asked about the meanings of these experiences, and beliefs about how others saw her then. Finally, the participant answers questions reflecting on her recovery and things that she believes aided in her “healing process.”

Analysis

Qualitative analysis was carried out to identify participants’ healing goals, and the meaning of healing for them. Study staff in both samples transcribed their data, with the accuracy of the transcription finalized by the interviewers at both sites. Grounded theory analysis consisted of systematic identification of grounded and axial codes, identified in line-by-line constant comparison (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). ATLAS.ti qualitative software was used for data management and analysis (Muhr, 2006). An audit trail using personal, theoretical, and analytic memos was maintained and reviewed alternating weeks by the senior author, with coding concepts being regularly discussed by the research team for verification of accuracy.

Comparative Ethnographic Narrative Analysis Method (CENAM) was used to identify shared and culturally-distinct healing meanings and goals (Saint Arnault & Sinko, under review). CENAM is an analysis method that involves independent analysis of each cultural sample, followed by “reconciliation meetings” to discuss possible similarities and differences. Reconciliation meetings for this project were mediated by the senior author, and were comprised of the entire research team. In the reconciliation meetings, the team affirmed the phenomena that were shared, and also determined the themes that were distinct between the two groups. Next, each data set was reanalyzed using the culturally distinct from the other group to determine whether that phenomenon was present or if it was truly absent. Upon understanding the shared and the culturally-distinct healing meanings and goals, we examined the shared phenomena in light of the culturally distinct phenomena. This final analysis was called the
“metanarrative” analysis; wherein we define metanarrative as the overarching interpretation of cultural circumstances that provides the structure and meaning for people’s beliefs, actions, and goals. This ultimate metanarrative analysis allowed us to understand the cultural nuances of each cultural group’s experiences, being true to the meanings for the women of each cultural group.

Results

Shared Themes

Reconnecting to the self. The women in both of our samples described how their GBV resulted in a disconnection within themselves, often referring to an experience of themselves “before the violence” and “after the violence.” For example, one American woman said, “I didn’t know who I was anymore, so I had to rebuild from scratch” (Participant A013). Similar sentiments were shared by Irish women, illustrated by one woman reflecting on feeling like she “wasn’t there herself” after her experience (Participant 2D12). This disconnection caused great pain and confusion in our participants. In order to reconnect with oneself, shared themes for the Irish and the American women included regaining control and feelings of competency.

Regaining control was described as essential in our samples because many struggled with feeling “out of control” of their symptoms as well as their resulting decision-making processes after their GBV experiences. This feeling of being out of control seemed to cause particular frustration and anxiety in our samples, because coercion and forced control was often an attribute of their GBV experience. For example, one American woman expressed her feelings in the following way:

I am frustrated that I don’t have as much control over my situation as I would like, and I feel like every way I try to problem solve, there is some sort of roadblock that is not possible to overcome or is a feat to overcome. (Participant A041)

An Irish woman elaborated on this topic, explaining,

I was saying [to myself] do I want to be here or do I want to be elsewhere? And, by god, I kept coming up with “No, I have to do this; I have to take charge of this.” (Participant 5DD)

Regaining control manifested in a variety of ways in both samples, including managing symptoms, autonomous decision making, choosing whether or not to report, as well as participating in activities and tasks that made them feel in control.
Another way women reconnected with themselves was through building feelings of competency. The women in both cultures described feelings of competency as feeling as though one can function productively and adequately in the home and within society. There were variations in the emphasis of their functioning activities (described below), however, the restoration of being competent was shared by the women in both groups. Women explained that, after the violence, they felt that they had lost their way, feeling that they felt their ability of capability or capacity had been destroyed. However, during their healing process, they described slowly resuming their roles, or expanding their abilities through engagement in school, work, or the home. Women also reported rebuilding their confidence that they could effectively manage and navigate their external worlds on their own. An American described her journey to feeling competent by saying,

I want to go back to work, but I want to do something really significant that will carry me. I don’t ever want to stop working. I am not really designed to retire. I am looking at going back to school . . . (Participant A079)

An Irish woman also noted the importance of feeling capable, saying,

. . . everything disappears when I’m in the garden. I look at this little flower growing and I think I’m going to nourish you and you’re going to grow big and strong, and I look at the flower and I look at me. . . (Participant 6TK)

Reconnecting to others. Although often difficult, reconnection to others was something that women strived for, achieved through building and maintaining relationships, interacting with others authentically, and feeling heard and understood. Building and maintaining relationships was described by both samples as a feeling of community engagement and mutual support. Although this was voiced as a goal for participants, many struggled to regain trust in others and hence had difficulties engaging in close relationships. For example, one American woman reflected, “I think the disconnect was fear to let anybody get close to me, because oh, they would hurt me” (Participant A012). Irish women also struggled with this feeling, with one woman saying, “I am disconnected from everyone because I don’t trust people . . . I’m disconnected because I was alienated and I’m angry about that” (Participant 4DWA).

Women in both cultures described authentic interaction as another goal, describing a desire to allow others to see their true self. Women struggled through their fears, knowing that the pathway to healing was living fully as themselves, and this required letting people in even after being so hurt. An American woman said, “I am [now] completely open about everything I have
done and everything that has been done to me . . . I am becoming closer to people” (Participant A105). An Irish woman echoed this statement, saying,

I still love from my heart, but the love is different now because the love has been expanded over different strands of people and different areas than I had before. . . . enabling me to look at life in a different way. (Participant 4DWA)

Feeling heard and understood included feelings of validation through supportive social reactions. Although closely related to being authentic, this theme related to their perceptions of how others responded to them. Sometimes, it was an awareness that people do care, and will respond positively and with support, even though there were fears to the contrary. For example, an American woman said, “there are people there who I know I could call five years from now, and they would still (be there for me)” (Participant A039). An Irish woman discussed her feelings for her friends, explaining, “They know where I am, they’ve been there and you know the nice thing is when speaking to them. . . . somebody kind of understands” (Participant 3MWS).

**Reconnecting to the world.** Reconnecting with the world often brought a feeling of connection with something more substantial than themselves, bringing not only peace but also perspective during their recovery journeys. Shared healing themes included attaining moments of serenity, finding fulfillment, and maintaining hope for a brighter future. These themes were important and relevant to both samples as they reevaluated and rebuilt their world.

Women from both cultures described feelings of serenity as feelings of lightness, calm, and peace. This feeling was often described as something that was lost or tainted after abuse. Women searched for times when they could regain this sense, often remarking that it was a moment-to-moment feeling, and that they were aiming to make those moments more prolonged and more profound. For example, one American woman reflected, “That’s what I really lost, that person who felt mothered and connected, and part of the world” (Participant A036). An Irish woman reflected,

I love nature; I learned how to use the camera so I could photograph nature in my back garden. . . . I don’t give myself enough praise for some of the things I do. So, I’ve opened my mind to be more aware of what I can do against the background of being told I can’t do. (Participant 4DWA)

Finding fulfillment was described by women as pursuing interests that aided others and brought a sense of purpose. This fulfillment was a goal-oriented set of activities that resulted in a sense that their life, and even their
past, had meaning. It also set the course of their time, their energies, and their goals, creating a roadmap for the future. An American woman discussed her process by saying, “It’s funny, because like in the last year I have started to have long-term 30-year goals, which I never had before . . . it is giving more motivation to preserve relationships, and work towards real conversations” (Participant A005). An Irish woman said, “Lots of nights I sit here with my kids, and I think of the alternative, and I’m really happy and blessed that things have turned out. We have got money, and we’ve got a house” (Participant 3MWS).

Hope for a brighter future was an openness and longing for a new life of healing and recovery. Hope had less to do with what they did in the day to day, instead having more emphasis on the impact they had on the broader world. This hope was not generally abstract but connected the dots between who they were now, how they were in their relationships with others, and how these, together with their focused activity, could affect change and positivity in the world. An American woman reflected,

That would be my long-term hope for society in general . . . that the emotional intelligence part can kick in, that the person can have empathy and compassion towards themselves, love themselves enough to do whatever it takes. That’s the commitment I had to give myself. (Participant A079)

An Irish woman explored the causes for newfound optimism in her worldview, stating, “It was the light and the truth that came with it that I could make a difference for myself, but more importantly I’ve made the difference for my kids” (Participant 4DWA).

**Culturally Distinct Themes**

**Reconnecting With the Self**

*Irish women found motherhood central.* The Irish women’s perception of strength and competency often manifested as an internal, selfless process. The Irish women described extreme pride in their role as a mother, which was often shattered by their GBV due to their low residual confidence in themselves and their ability to mother on their own without their partner. For example, one woman expressed feeling like a “failure as a mother” after her abuse (Participant 3MWS). Low confidence and feelings of failure were not uncommon in this sample and seemed to stem from the control and manipulation of their perpetrator, in addition to the internalized cultural messages of the woman being responsible for keeping the family together. Finding one’s internal strength to persevere was, therefore,
essential and required “courage” due to the risk of familial and societal judgment that often accompanied leaving one’s partner and creating a new life. This courage was motivated by one’s love for her children, illustrated by one woman saying, “The children probably were the best motivation. They deserved a mother to be functioning proper. Courage, strength, but, possibly, the children were the main thing” (Participant 2MWSS). Another woman said, “. . . my kids are my world; I would move hell or high water for my kids” (Participant 1D12). And, even though raising children was often perceived as stressful, one woman said, “(Yes) . . . that’s more stress, I have to say, on an everyday basis but he’s your child, and I do everything I possibly can for them” (Participant 3CW).

American women wanted independence. In the American sample, strength, control, and competency often looked different. This seemed to relate to women believing that their violence was influenced by “gender norms” in society, typically painting women as being the “weaker” gender. Relatedly, violence often made women question their strength and ability to stand on their own, causing them to long for the independence and control that they once thought that they had. For example, one American woman recalled, “I always considered myself, you know, the strong independent woman kind of idea, and I just wasn’t that. . . I just wasn’t. It just made me totally reconsider how I thought of myself as a person” (Participant A105).

As a result of the experiences listed above, women’s self-worth was often determined by counteracting these feelings of weakness through feeling able to “take care of themselves” and “do things on their own.” For example, one woman said, “So, I didn’t really ask anybody for help. . . I grew up to be Superwoman” (Participant A036). Another recalled, “I guess this all comes back to this independence idea, I really didn’t want to be a burden on other people” (Participant A105). Feeling independent gave women a sense of control over their surroundings, enabling them to see the value of themselves within their greater society. For example, one woman recalled, “I got a Presidential Scholarship, so I went back for another degree (laughing). More school and that was fabulous. . . I could do whatever I wanted it seemed like” (Participant A006).

Personal achievement in education and work life was often the vehicle in which women felt able to take care of themselves, pushing against common gender traditions that limited them to the home. For example, one woman said, “I find it very [interesting]. . . If I look at like the positive stuff, a lot of what I wrote has to do with school” (Participant A011). That same woman went on to say,
I had for the first time like a really good stable year. . . I had a job, I had stability, and it was great. Yeah, and there [were] challenges. . . but at the same time, it felt manageable because it was counteracted by other positives. (Participant A011)

Similarly, another woman recalled, “I had four job offers. . . when I left, I mean, I held my head up high because I knew this” (Participant A006). Demonstrating that one was doing well often gave women a sense of control over their life and validated their sense of competence, challenging their doubt in their abilities to succeed after violence’s impact.

Reconnecting With Others

Irish women feared judgment and scorn. The women in the Irish sample explained that many of the barriers to healing that the women faced involved their own family’s judgment and community scorn. For example, one Irish woman reflected that by leaving her marriage, she felt “the embarrassment of failure” (Participant 3CW), whereas another disclosed that she could not tell anyone because of the, “whole fear and anxiety of what other people think about you” (Participant 1D12). The previous examples illustrate how fearing judgment often impeded women from leaving their abuser, disclosing their experiences, and utilizing supportive services, causing women to hide themselves and their experiences from the outside world. This further isolated women from their communities, affecting their ability to reach out for support throughout their healing journeys. This sense of secrecy is highlighted in the following quotation, with one participant saying, “yeah, we all put masks on to hide ourselves, because we’re told no-one would believe us” (Participant 4DWA).

Knowing that the world is judging her, women felt the eyes of the community on them all the time. This scrutiny and scorn even extended to those helping them. One woman said, “That’s the type of thing when you’re trying to deal with social work, they think you’re nuts, you’re being judged, you can’t cry because you’re being judged” (Participant 5DWA). Another said,

And, knowing that the social (workers) are looking down your back the whole time. . . just waiting for you to slip up, waiting for you to forget something and she would be down on you like a ton of bricks. (Participant 1MWSS)

Situations such as these often made women feel as if they had nowhere to turn, especially when the individuals supposed to be helping them often further reinforced the scorn the women were receiving from their communities.
This ultimately resulted in distrust for the systems put in place to help these women, creating further barriers to reconnecting with those around them after their abuse.

As a result of this perception of judgment, to fully reconnect with others, women described needing to “live her truth” despite her awareness that some would judge her. By being able to live her truth, women were able to reach a state in which they “weren’t ashamed to ask for help” and were better able to authentically interact with those around them, building meaningful connections to support their healing journey. One woman said, “since I left him, the greatest thing I feel for myself is to be true to myself. I’m no longer living a lie...” (Participant 2MWSS). Bravery to express one’s needs despite the environment rich in judgment was central to healing, as expressed by this woman,

I would advise them to get help and definitely to talk to somebody or a service, just a support system. That doesn’t mean they may be able to get out of it; they may not. It’s not an easy thing to do but to get help anyway, not suffer alone. That’s probably the best advice I can give. (Participant 2MWSS)

**American women feared vulnerability.** In the American sample, however, the most significant barrier to connecting with others seemed to be allowing oneself to be vulnerable with people, despite societal and familial messages putting pressure on these women to “get over it.” For example, one woman reflected on her family’s responses to her persistent low mood by saying, “. . . instead of having anyone in my family just say ‘Do you want to talk about it? We are here for you,’ they just were like, you know, ‘Can’t you just put this behind you’” (Participant A079). Feeling as though others were pushing the participant to “get over” their GBV experience quickly was not uncommon in our sample, often causing women to internalize these beliefs and get frustrated when they were not “healing fast enough.”

As a result of the messages that they received in their social world, American women often felt that vulnerability was a sign of “weakness” causing them to resist disclosure of their distress to trusted others. For example, one woman commented on minimizing her experiences so that others would not “think she is a teacup” (Participant A005). Another commented that she did not tell her support network when she was struggling in fear of “being a burden” (Participant A013). Relatedly, to push back against this feeling of weakness, some women resulted in fits of anger or aggression when they were feeling vulnerable rather than addressing their vulnerable feelings. For example, one woman stated, “I don’t think I had allowed myself any feeling except anger, and actually rage” (Participant A012). Another disclosed,
I remember walking down the hallway at school, and all of the sudden a bunch of boys would be pushing me against the locker and feeling me up, over and over, and over, and over. What am I supposed to do about it? I got assertive. I started hitting. (Participant A013)

Redefining what strength means was particularly crucial for the women in this American sample to be able to accept help, acknowledge the impact violence had on them, and adequately address it. For example, one woman said, “...so that was the biggest thing, probably just really focus on trying to figure out what strength actually is, where there is good and what things still hold value to you” (Participant A011). Another recalled, “I now understand that vulnerability isn’t necessarily always a bad thing, which is something that I probably didn’t experience before this” (Participant A105).

Ultimately, going against this ingrained belief and allowing one to be vulnerable and honest about the impact of violence on their feelings seemed to help foster genuine, lasting relationships that lead them to feel heard and understood. For example, one woman recalled, “I felt this hostility, and I just kind of channeled that energy into survivorship” (Participant A006). Another woman reflected on her journey of authentic vulnerability by saying,

At least for me, it was kind of like going out on a limb and sharing little bits and letting people in. ...so, I think that recognizing that people are generally good and want to be there and help if you are willing to let them. I think that’s one thing. (Participant A039)

Reconnecting to the World

_Irish women will end the cycle of abuse._ The woman in our Irish sample seemed motivated by the hope that the cycle of abuse would end with her generation, and this hope often facilitated her healing processes by motivating her to teach her children how to live in a world that does not tolerate violence. This belief was often referred to as “wanting something different” for her kids or by “breaking the chain of events” (Participant 4DWA). Although this belief was important to her healing journey, the practice of enforcing this goal with her children was often difficult, as many were acutely aware of how witnessing the violence had affected their children’s behavior even at a young age. One woman illustrated this by discussing a conversation she had with her son after a violent episode,

It was very, very bad, I have to say. I then brought him off for a walk, I always walk with the kids, and I said it to him, “where did you see that behavior?,” “daddy” he said. So, he was picking up on what daddy was doing which is really sad. (Participant 3CW)
Addressing their children’s aggressive behavior, and reinforcing that violence was unacceptable throughout their development, was important for women in our sample. This goal enabled them to give their children the tools necessary to choose not to perpetuate or tolerate violence in the future. For example, one woman focused on making sure her children feel pride and self-love as she never had, saying, “They love being praised. If (my son) gets the champ in school, ‘mammy, are you proud?’, I say ‘you have no idea how proud I am of you.’ That would be that part of (breaking the cycle)” (Participant 3CW).

The belief that her children’s future could be different from her past seemed to motivate women to see their world differently, filled with new possibilities. One woman elaborated on this idea, saying,

If I don’t come forward then my kids can’t follow. . . I don’t want them following in his steps. . . So, if I’m independent and can do what I want by myself, the kids can do it and yet know when to ask for help. (Participant 1D12)

This example illustrates the belief that being a good role model for one’s children was an important aspect of the role of a mother, especially because many children could not look toward their father as an example of appropriate behavior. This gave the women a sense of purpose and importance going forward, with one saying, “I want a change and embraced the changes that are coming because. . . I’m going to make a difference for myself and for my children” (Participant 4DWA).

American women will release anger and negativity. As noted earlier, many American women harbored anger and negativity toward the greater world as a result of their GBV experience. For example, one woman recalled, “. . . for me primarily what I felt was like swamped and not sure what to do with the amount of anger I felt” (Participant A011). Another noted her daughter referred to her as the “Incredible Hulk” due to the “hair trigger anger” that she had, resulting in “a totally overblown reaction. . . A child throws a ball that hits me in the head accidentally, and I explode in vicious yelling” (Participant A012). Anger and negativity often caused stressful environments for those around survivors, creating barriers to connection.

To reconnect and find hope again, American women described a strong need to release or resolve pent-up negativity and anger that seemed to follow them, allowing them to look at their world through a new lens. This release was often accomplished by letting go individuals who influenced their negative thinking or avoiding stimuli that contributed to their negative thinking patterns. For example, one woman reflected, “I have just been trying to avoid
anything that is negative” (Participant A079). Another said, “I realized that I didn’t need those kinds of negative people in my life. So, I was able to cut the ties” (Participant A100).

Ultimately, women who were able to decrease some of the negativity in their thinking felt a tremendous emotional release. One American woman recalled,

> Its life. There are so many people who just hold horrible grudges, and they just carry this angst and heaviness. It is like, to me, like a prickly wool blanket that is wet and heavy, and burdensome... like a ball and chain. (Participant A006)

Another woman had similar thoughts, saying “Don’t look in the rearview mirror, move forward. I don’t like negativity or dark. I don’t have time for it” (Participant A006). Releasing anger and hate and replacing those feelings with gratitude and hope enabled women to realize that “there is good in this world” and that “life is worth living.”

**Metanarrative**

The overarching concept of disconnection was pertinent to women in both cultures. This disconnection manifested in many ways, often causing significant difficulties for our participants, including feelings of self-doubt and self-blame, withdrawal and isolation, as well as negativity and fear about the world and their future. However, the cultural emphasis of *how* to reconnect, *what* needed reconnection, and what *connection* felt like or meant, was culturally nuanced. In the area of the self, reconnection to strength, competence, and control were the central goals for the women in both samples. However, as we have seen, for the Irish women, the road to achieving this surrounded the idea of being a good, functioning mother despite her circumstances. In contrast, the American women seemed to strive to prove and demonstrate their worth through personal achievement and healing “on their own.” The American women who were mothers seemed to keep motherhood separate from their healing process, often citing it as a reason why they had trouble devoting time to their healing or as a reason why they suppressed their distress. For example, one woman mentioned, “I don’t get any time for myself. Like, if I want to take a shower, it has to cut into my sleep. I don’t get time to just relax” (Participant A009). Another questioned, “Why do I always have to be the one of taking care of people, why won’t somebody take care of me” (Participant A012)? Overall, identification with, or experiences of motherhood did not seem to provide the same feelings of competency for the American women in our sample compared with the Irish, taking the form of a role in her life rather than a critical healing piece.
In the area of connecting with others, again we see shared goals of building relationships, being authentic in those relationships, and receiving social validation. Women shared the idea that rebuilding their sense of connection was essential to enable them to “not look in the rear-view mirror and look forward,” while accepting and learning from their past experiences (Participant A006). However, the experience of disconnection and the meaning of reaching out were different for the women from the two groups. Because personal achievement and worries about being perceived as weak or vulnerable were such a cultural concern for American women, the disconnection from others was sometimes experienced as a self-protective survival strategy, keeping them away from questions about their abuse or their struggles.

For the Irish women, there was also a self-protective aspect to disconnection, but the emphasis was avoiding public scorn or abandonment by others in their family and within their community. Of course, American women did experience stigma and judgment within the larger society, but their experiences within their personal social network of trusted others seemed to be more positive and understanding compared with those reported by the Irish sample. In contrast, the American women described a voluntary withdrawal due to fear of judgment that they would appear weak, rather than perceiving community scorn for breaking the norms of marriage and womanhood noted in the Irish sample. For example, one American woman reflected,

I remember being so scared to share anything, but if I understood that people weren’t nearly as judgmental... I think that recognizing that people are generally good and want to be there and help [is helpful] if you are willing to let them. (Participant A039)

These feelings were not uncommon once women reached out to trusted people in their inner circle, enabling them to feel supported as they continued to engage in their healing process.

The connection with the world was a significant goal for the women and was experienced by feelings of serenity, fulfillment, and hope. However, the pathway to this purpose, or how women can contribute to the future, was culturally nuanced. For an Irish woman, her resounding and compelling contribution to the world was that the cycle of abuse would end with her. She was empowered, through her competent care of her children, to teach values of respect, and to foster a new world literally. To the American women, hope and peace for themselves and the world could only be achieved when they changed their way of being in the world, approaching life with gratitude and positivity. This expansive sense of fulfillment and purpose, then, shaped how women were in life, affecting those around them.
Discussion

This study aimed to understand how GBV survivors perceived healing, and to recognize shared and culturally-distinct healing themes for samples of Irish and American GBV survivors. We did find shared reconnection goals in the areas of the self, others, and the world. Our method also revealed that there are healing goals that are rooted explicitly in cultural values, the role of women in society, and sociocultural pressures. Moreover, these cultural values helped us understand the cultural nuances of the shared goals. Importantly, this cross-cultural comparison study is the first of its kind to compare Irish and American healing influences, goals, and objectives.

Generally, data about the needs of survivors related to housing, financial security, legal support, and trauma recovery have been cast in terms of PTSD or depression. These are critically important aspects of recovery, and we applaud the research in this area. Our contribution aims to illuminate a perhaps more elusive aspect of recovery, which is the socially situated set of desires, needs, and goals, especially those that become apparent after the survivor has achieved some sense of safety and stability. Because these arise from and relate to the sociocultural world where the women find themselves, the cultural aspects of them are essential to comprehend. This research begins to arm us with that perspective of trauma recovery as a meaning-oriented, sociocultural enterprise, helping us provide culturally sensitive assistance. This method can be used with any two cultures to help us discern what is universal and what is particular. The value of these data is that we can understand, perhaps, the transcultural influences and goals of survivors, as well as to recognize sociocultural specific needs. These cultural differences can also be used to provide targeted public health messaging for survivors, containing culturally relevant strategies promoting help seeking and healing, as well as treatment for women on their recovery journey.

The overarching concept of disconnection was pertinent to women in both cultures. However, the cultural emphasis of how to reconnect, what needed reconnection, and what connection felt like or meant, was culturally nuanced. The idea of reconnection is not new in the trauma recovery literature (See Ehlers & Clark, 2000; Foa & Rothbaum, 1998; Herman, 1997; Sinko & Saint Arnault, in press). For example, Herman (1997) described reconnection and integration as her third and final phase of trauma treatment. Our findings, however, break this phase down into concrete goals and objectives through the eyes of survivors, creating an opportunity for multiple points of culturally relevant intervention and public health messaging strategies for those in a variety of fields and disciplines with whom these women interact.
Other research that has highlighted the importance of reconnection is the posttraumatic growth literature. While encompassing a wide variety of traumatic experiences (e.g., natural disasters, community violence, medical diagnoses), this research highlights the importance of three general domains: changes in the perception of the self, changes in the experience of relationships with others, and changes in one’s general philosophy of life (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996). Although the posttraumatic concept highlights similar ideas to our core findings, we suspect that the definition of these categories may be problematic for survivors of GBV. The concept of posttraumatic growth states that one experiences such positive changes as a result of their crisis (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996), rather than as a result of their healing or personal efforts. The emphasis on healing can empower survivors and be easier to relate to. For example, many women in our American sample expressed feeling pressure to give off the impression of growth and strength without giving themselves the time and space to heal. Relatedly, many women in Ireland consistently referred to the immense “courage” it took to go against the violence within their household, often leaving them without a home, ostracized from friends and family, and without financial security. This awareness of public scrutiny makes the language attributing the crisis to producing growth rather than one’s own courage off-putting. Relatedly, in Ireland, many of these women just longed for a “normal family” and may not resonate with this American idea of self-actualization and growth as a result of their experience. Ultimately, our research highlights the caution that needs to be taken when discussing delicate topics such as GBV and the vital influence of cultural messaging strategies on one’s expectations and resulting actions after a traumatic event.

There are several limitations to this study, including differing sample sizes, recruitment sites (despite the shared procedures), the specific Midwestern and Ireland locations of the participants, and a primarily Caucasian American sample. It is important to note that while the Irish sample had experienced domestic violence, over half of our American sample had domestic or dating violence experience, and there was also a large proportion of complex trauma in both samples. The women in both groups faced numerous sources of GBV experiences, and our analysis does not try to compare healing based on violence type. However, future research may be needed to explore the similarities and difference of healing by various types of GBV. Despite these limitations, this study is the first of its kind to inquire about the similarities and differences in healing influences, goals, and aspirations in Irish and American GBV samples. We aimed to uncover culturally relevant nuances to healing to help us as we begin to address the
need of explicitly incorporating the interaction between one’s nationality and gender into our support for survivors, to create better infrastructure to support survivor’s healing needs. Continued understanding of national and ethnic differences is essential to better understand the influence of culture as it relates to the treatment of women, the normalization of violence, stigma, power dynamics, and access to treatment. Further cross-cultural comparison work is needed in this area, to discover what about healing may be universal, and what is culturally specific.

The present study has the potential to improve clinician interactions with survivors of GBV, by understanding potential primary healing objectives as well as the impact of disconnection and how it can relate to their engagement in care. In addition, this may provide a supportive framework for survivors who are just starting their healing process to engage with, to help them better understand what others in their culture have found integral to their healing. Finally, the understanding of culture’s impact on violence and healing is incredibly important to make system-level changes in the way GBV is presented and discussed on a national level. Understanding and addressing the cultural nuances of healing are essential to ensure that we are catering to diversity and are keeping our interventions survivor-centered. This can further encourage survivor help-seeking and begin to dismantle the cultural infrastructure that often keeps them silent.
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